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Abstract
Purpose – Information carriers (including mass media and We-Media) play important roles in information
diffusion on social networks. The purpose of this paper is to investigate changes in the dissemination of
information combing with data analysis.
Design/methodology/approach – This work analyzed nearly 200 years of coverage of different
information carriers during different periods of human society, from the period of only mouth-to-mouth
communication to the period of modern society. Information diffusion models are built to illustrate how the
information dynamic changes with time and combined box office data of several movies to predict the process
of information diffusion. In addition, a metric is defined to identify which information would become news in
the future.
Findings – Results show that with the development of information carriers, information spreads faster and
wider nowadays. The correctness of the metric proposed has been validated.
Research limitations/implications – The structure of social networks influences the dissemination of
information. There are an enormous number of factors that influence the formation of hotspots.
Practical implications – The results and conclusion of this work will benefit by predicting the evolution
of information carriers. The metric proposed will aid in searching hot news in the future.
Originality/value – This work may shed some light on a better understanding of information diffusion,
spreading not only on social networks but also on the carriers used for the information spreading.
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Introduction
Network science has received increasing attention during the past decade due to a
considerable number of network structures emerging from real-world paradigms, which can
be of great help to facilitate both research and applications of transportation optimization
(Mandl, 1980; Veluscek et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2015), community detection (Fortunato, 2010;
Fortunato and Barthelemy, 2007; Hastings, 2006; Lancichinetti et al., 2008; Leskovec et al.,
2010; Papadopoulos et al., 2012) and data mining (Chen et al., 1996; Fayyad et al., 1996;
Mulvenna et al., 2000; Ordonez et al., 2006). In the field of information transmission, it
becomes much easier than ever with the rapid development of tech-connected
communication networks (Huang, 1997; Iribarren and Moro, 2009; Zhang et al., 2016).
Information networks can be established with different information carriers (Barabási et al.,
2002; DiMaggio et al., 2001; Guille et al., 2013; Kossinets and Watts, 2006; Yoo et al., 2016),
including newspaper, radio, television, internet and smartphone. Models can be built to
understand the mixing effects of those carriers for the evolution of the methodology, purpose
and functionality of society’s networks. Subsequently, some simple questions are raised:

Q1. What are the patterns of information spread and how will communication networks
be in the future?

To answer these questions, there are network-based evaluation tools that use individual
communication models and event diffusion data to determine the impact of different carriers.
The researchers aim to design effective models to analyse the evolution of communication
networks, as well as future capacity. Specifically, the researchers will:

• construct communication networks, considering both individuals and five kinds of
information carriers;

• propose models to explore the flow of information and find news; and
• validate the models using collected box office data.

To understand the evolution of the methodology, purpose and functionality of societal
communication networks, an information diffusion model was designed using different adoption
rates of five respective information carriers (newspaper, radio, television, internet and
smartphone), as well as the spreading dynamics on social networks in different periods. Second,
the model reliability was validated by using the proposed model to predict the fraction of
individuals who would probably watch movies. Finally, the newly developed benchmark method
was used to find out which information could become news in the future, other than the
traditional way which only considers the information derived from information carriers as news.

Literature review
A complex network is an effective theoretical tool for understanding and analysing the
structure and dynamic problems of complex systems in general. Numerous studies of
information diffusion on social networks have paid attention to theoretical analysis and
empirical research (Pei and Makse, 2013; Ramos et al., 2015), where most systems illustrate
networks by nodes indicating the individuals and edges denoting the relation of individuals
(Castellano et al., 2009). Many constructive works on information spreading have been
developed, such as the modelling of the various information diffusion options. In particular,
a series of seminal studies were conducted to understand the impact of network topological
structure on the diffusion process; for example, Hu and Zhu (2015) demonstrated that the
high-impact nodes significantly lift the efficiency of information diffusion. Communities are
significant structures of networks, and some studies have noted that appropriate community
can improve the rate of information spreading, but that information contagion will be
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inhibited following the increase of community strength (Luo et al., 2014; Nematzadeh et al.,
2014). In addition, a number of studies have focused on spreading dynamics of coupled
networks (Li et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2014).

With improved methods of data collection and analysis, a larger number of works were done
based on social networks, such as Twitter (Pei et al., 2014), Facebook (Kee et al., 2016),
Sina-microblog (Liu et al., 2015) and smartphone networks (Jiang et al., 2013). Many works show
that the real spreading process is different from simulations. For example, Goel et al. (2012)
analysed the information diffusion data from seven systems and found that most information
only reaches a minority of people, which is very different from the model result based on network
spreading. He et al. (2016) uncovered that the meme popularity is achieved by a wide scale of users
on its diffusion trace, while just a small number of highly influential users is insufficient.

The majority of the aforementioned works focused on the process of information spreading
between individuals, ignoring mass media, which also has significant impact on information
outbreaks. Obviously, media plays an important role on the process of information
dissemination, and there are a number of studies focused on the impact of media on information
diffusion. Peress (2014) investigated the impact of media on trading and price formation by
examining national newspaper strikes in several countries, and pointed out that media play a key
role in financial markets. In the same vein, Onnela et al. (2007) also researched diffusion patterns
of millions of anonymized mobile phone users based on a number of call records, and determined
that the people who are exposed are significantly more likely to spread information, and do so
sooner than those who are not exposed. Bakshy et al. (2012) examined the role of social networks
in online information diffusion. In addition, other studies on social networks analysed the effect of
network structure on information diffusion (Doerr et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2014a; Onnela and
Reed-Tsochas, 2010; Yang et al., 2014).

One of the important purposes of researching information diffusion dynamics is to predict the
spreading process and control diffusion scale on real systems (Huang et al., 2014b; Iwata et al.,
2013). The current research includes two main problems: predicting the dynamics of information
propagation based on the social network structure (Anderson et al., 2015; Iribarren and Moro,
2009; Rodriguez et al., 2014) and speculating on the social network structure based on information
diffusion (West et al., 2014; Zhou et al. (2013)). Bandari et al. (2012) exploited the support vector
machine (SVM) regression model to predict the news popularity degree and the precision reach up
to 84 per cent. Myers and Leskovec (2014) examined the complete dynamics of the Twitter
information network and found that the dynamics of network structure can be characterized by
steady rates of change, interrupted by sudden bursts.

Based on the analysis above, this work will study the effect of different media on social
networks. The model developed will help to predict the size of information diffusion in order
to identify hot news.

Model description
To reflect different information spreading patterns when different information carriers
emerge, the researchers propose several network-based dynamic models to investigate the
evolution process of information diffusion. In this paper, each node in the network will be at
one of three states during information diffusion; that is susceptible (S) individuals who will
never be affected by information; informed (I) individuals who will accept the information;
and recovered (R) individuals who are immunized to the information. The information can
only be transmitted through links between susceptible and informed individuals in the
network, where the S-state nodes can be informed by its neighbouring I-state nodes with
designed probabilities. After the informed individuals (I-state) have transmitted the
information to their neighbours, they will soon change to R-state, suggesting that they would
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not repeatedly broadcast the information any more. Table I shows all the definitions of
symbols used in this paper.

Communication network construction
During different periods of social development, the velocity and coverage of information
dissemination are significantly different due to the emergence of new information carriers.
To model how information spreads during different eras, five periods (i.e. 1870s, 1920s,
1970s, 2000s and 2010s) are considered according to the time when the five information
carriers were popular in the population. In these five periods, five different social networks
are constructed according to the existence of information carriers. The nodes in the social
network are classified into two types: the first is individuals and the second is information
carriers. The degrees of the information carriers in the network are determined by their
coverage rates in different periods (Table II). The social networks are named for the newest
information carrier which emerges during the corresponding period.

Networks are built from different time periods when new information carriers become
commonly used in the population, assuming the size of the population (N � 5,000) and generating
simulation networks with the BA algorithm (Barabási and Albert, 1999). It is noted that one node
represents an information carrier in the network, the links issued from this node denote the
number of coverage in the population, and the rates of coverage are obtained from actual data

Table I.
Symbol definition

Symbol Definition

S i, S N, S R, S T, S I, S P Susceptible (individual, newspaper, radio, television, internet, smartphone)
I i, I N, I R, I T, I I, I P Informed (individual, newspaper, radio, television, internet, smartphone)
R i, R N, R R, R T, R I, R P Recovered (individual, newspaper, radio, television, internet, smartphone)
�00 Probability that S N, S R, S T is informed by I i

�01 Probability that S i, S I, S P is informed by I i

�1 Probability that S i, S R, S T, S I, S P is informed by I N

�2 Probability that S i, S N, S T, S I, S P is informed by I R

�3 Probability that S i, S N, S R, S I, S P is informed by I T

�40 Probability that S N, S R, S T is informed by I I

�41 Probability that S i, S P is informed by I I

�50 Probability that S N, S R, S T is informed by I P

�51 Probability that S i, S I is informed by I P

�1 Newspaper adoption rates
�2 Radio adoption rates
�3 Television adoption rates
�4 Internet adoption rates
�5 Smartphone adoption rates
N Network size
�k� Average degree of the networks

Table II.
Information carriers’
adoption rates during
different periods

Carrier 1870s (%) 1920s (%) 1970s (%) 2000s (%) 2010s (%)

Newspaper 55.0 48.0 39.0 21.0 14.0
Radio 0.0 6.0 57.0 40.0 34.0
Television 0.0 0.0 75.0 68.0 58.0
Internet 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.8 29.0
Smartphone 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 34.0
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illustrated in Table II (extracted from historical data at http://media-cmi.com/downloads/Sixty_
Years_Daily_Newspaper_Circulation_Trends_050611.pdf and www.internetworldstats.com/
emarketing.htm), randomly selected nodes with the rates of coverage in the BA network, finally
connected with an information carrier and developed the simulation networks. Figure 1 provides
a schematic diagram of the network structures in different periods when different information
carriers emerge. However, the individuals’ social networks will also change overtime. To describe
the network evolution, scale-free networks with tunable clustering coefficients are used (Holme
and Kim, 2002; Newman, 2001; Soffer and Vazquez, 2005). The clustering coefficient of node i in
the networks is defined as:

Ci �
3 � number of triangles of i’s neighbours

expected number of connected triples of i’s neighbours
(1)

The network’s clustering coefficient is calculated by averaging the clustering coefficient of all
nodes in the network. Table III shows the clustering coefficient of generating simulation
networks in each period, and these results are based on equation (1). It is reasonable for the order
of the clustering coefficients during different periods because, with the development of

Figure 1.
Illustration of the

communication
networks during
different periods
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tech-connected communications networks, the relationship between nodes become closer than
ever before.

The periods considered in the model are as follows:
(1) The period before the emergence of newspapers, when people only transmit information

via word-of-mouth (before the 1870s). There is only one way to transmit information
during this period: from mouth to mouth. The network size is set to N � 5,000.

(2) The period when newspaper becomes popular in society (around the 1870s). There are
two ways to transmit information during this period: word-of-mouth and newspaper. In
this period, one media node is added, the newspaper node, into the network, and it is
connected randomly to the existing nodes. The degree of the newspaper node is N * 55
per cent, where 55 per cent is the adoption rate of newspapers around the 1870s, and N is
the population size. This network is called the newspaper network.

(3) The period when radio becomes popular in society (around the 1920s). There are now
three ways to transmit information: word-of-mouth, newspaper and radio. One radio node
is added in the newspaper network, randomly connecting the existing nodes with a given
degree calculated analogously to Period 3. The adoption rate of newspapers is updated to
the up-to-date value. This is now the radio network.

(4) The period when television becomes popular in society (around the 1970s). There are now
four ways to transmit information: word-of-mouth, newspaper, radio and television. One
television node is added to the radio network, randomly connecting the existing nodes
with a given degree calculated analogously to Period 2. The adoption rates of all media
nodes are updated to the up-to-date values. This network is the television network.

(5) The period when internet becomes popular in the population (around the 2000s). There
are five ways to transmit information: word-of-mouth, newspaper, radio, television and
the internet. One internet node is added in the television network, randomly connecting
the existing nodes with a given degree calculated analogously to Period 2. The adoption
rates of all media nodes are updated to the up-to-date values. This is the internet network.

(6) The period when smartphones becomes popular in the population (around the 2010s).
There are six ways to transmit the information: word-of-mouth, newspaper, radio,
television the internet and smartphone. One smartphone node is added in the internet
network, randomly connecting the existing nodes with a degree calculated analogously to
Period 2. The adoption rates of all media nodes are updated to the up-to-date values. This
is the smartphone network.

Information diffusion model
As the smartphone network contains both individuals and all type of observed carriers, it is the most
complicated case of all models. The investigators thus take the information diffusion process on the
smartphone network as an example to describe the detailed diffusion process as follows:

Table III.
Clustering coefficients
of observed networks
during different
periods

Network C

Individual network 0.0450
Newspaper network 0.1093
Radio network 0.1632
Television network 0.2187
Internet network 0.2924

Note: C denotes the clustering coefficient of the networks excluding the information carrier nodes
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• Initially, one individual node is randomly chosen as the diffusion seed, indicating it is
at the informed state, denoted as I i(IN, I R, IT, I I, I P). All the other nodes are at the
susceptible state, denoted as Si(SN, SR, ST, SI, SP).

• Informed process: At each time step, each informed node will inform its susceptible neighbours
about the information with the corresponding probabilities described in Table I.

• Recovered process: At each time step, the informed nodes will change to the recovered
state Ri(RN, RR, RT, RI, RP) after the informed process.

• The steps are repeated until the information spreads to all accessible nodes in the network.

Mathematically, this diffusion process can be illustrated by the differential equations as follows:

dS i

dt
� �Si(�01�k�I i � �1n1IN � �2n2I R � �3n3IT � �41n4I I � �51n5I P)

dI i

dt
� Si(�01�k�I i � �1n1IN � �2n2I R � �3n3IT � �41n4I I � �51n5I P) � I i

dR i

dt
� I i

dSN

dt
� �SN(�00�k�I i � �2n2I R � �3n3IT � �40n4I I � �50n5I P)

dIN

dt
� SN(�00�k�I i � �2n2I R � �3n3IT � �40n4I I � �50n5I P) � IN

dRN

dt
� IN

dSR

dt
� �SR(�00�k�I i � �1n1IN � �3n3IT � �40n4I I � �50n5I P)

dIR

dt
� SR(�00�k�I i � �1n1IN � �3n3IT � �40n4I I � �50n5I P) � I R

dRR

dt
� I R

(2)

dST

dt
� �ST(�00�k�I i � �1n1IN � �2n2I R � �40n4I I � �50n5I P)

dIT

dt
� ST(�00�k�I i � �1n1IN � �2n2I R � �40n4I I � �50n5I P) � IT

dRT

dt
� IT

dS I

dt
� �SI(�01�k�I i � �1n1IN � �2n2I R � �3n3IT � �51n5I P)

dI I

dt
� SI(�01�k�I i � �1n1IN � �2n2I R � �3n3IT � �51n5I P) � I I

dRT

dt
� I I

dSP

dt
� �SP(�01�k�I i � �1n1IN � �2n2I R � �3n3IT � �41n5I I)

dIP

dt
� SP(�01�k�I i � �1n1IN � �2n2I R � �3n3IT � �41n5I P) � I P

dRT

dt
� I P
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where �k� is the average degree of the network without considering the carriers, n1 �
�1N, n2 � �2N, n3 � �3N, n4 � �4N, n5 � �5N, definitions of �1, �2, �3, �4, �5 are in Table I. By
adjusting the adoption rates of different carriers in each period (Table II), the diffusion
processes and differential equations of each period can be obtained. For example, in the first
period when the only way to transmit information is through word-of-mouth, the adoption
rates of the carriers (newspaper, radio, television, internet and smartphone) are all set to zero;
hence, in this period, equation (2) reduces to:

�dS i

dt
� ��01�k�SiI i

dI i

dt
� �01�k�SiI i � I i

dR i

dt
� I i

(3)

Results and discussion
Spreading patterns in different periods
The proposed models on the corresponding networks described above were used to
obtain the evolution process of the fraction of recovered state nodes in each period,
shown in Figure 2, where the fraction of recovered nodes can be used to measure the
information popularity. It is obvious that information will spread quickly and widely in
the smartphone network, followed by the internet network, television network, radio
network, newspaper network and individual network, suggesting that, indeed, the
advancement of technology improves the speed and breadth of communication. This is
in agreement with the fact that people can receive information easier than ever before.

To further validate the effectiveness of the model, a data set of the box office of several
famous movies – namely, Minions, Jurassic World and X-Men: Days of Future Past – is
collected. These movies were released after 2014, and numerous popular information carriers
have already appeared (e.g. WeChat). When a movie is forthcoming or has already been
released, the information about this movie would diffuse through mouth to mouth as well as
via all the information carriers considered in this paper. Therefore, this is suitable data for
the validation of the model. In Figure 3, the model is applied to the smartphone network to fit
this movie data, which shows good agreements and, to some extent, demonstrates the
reliability of the model.

Figure 2.
Diffusion patterns on
different networks:
individual, newspaper,
radio, television,
internet and
smartphone
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Hot news prediction
As is well known, general information does not always reach a large fraction of people, while
important news not only arrives to a considerable fraction of people but can also spread
faster than other information. Nowadays, mass media (newspaper, radio and television) is
not the only way to diffuse news, as much ordinary information can spread to a large fraction
of individuals via the internet or personal smartphones (Borgatti et al., 2009; Golosov et al.,
2014). Thus, news cannot be just defined as information spread by mass media. Therefore, in
this section, an indicator is defined to predict whether information will turn into hot news.

The diffusion process is first simulated 200 times on the smartphone network as 200
different information events; the early stage (set as a maximum step as ten) of the diffusion
is used to predict the transmission probability � by using the benchmark method (Chen et al.,
2014), and � is defined as:

� �
1

NR
�
i�R

(NR
i � NI

i)/ki (4)

Figure 3.
Evolution

comparisons of movies
data and model results
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where NR is the total number of recovered nodes in the network, NR
i , NI

i, respectively,
represent the number of recovered and informed neighbours of node i and ki is the degree
of node i. The distribution of � is shown in Figure 4. Apparently, most information
events should have a low value of �. The investigators decided that if � � 0.5, the
corresponding information event will have a high probability to become hot news. As a
consequence, 41 information events were predicted to become news. In addition, the
authors validated the prediction by calculating the final fraction of recovered nodes of
the 200 information events, where 87 per cent of the 41 events have a large fraction of
recovered nodes.

Conclusion
To better understand the impact of information carriers on the diffusion of information,
a susceptible-informed-recovered (SIR) information diffusion model considering the
emergence of different information carriers during different periods is built in this work.
Based on the simulation results, the authors validated that information diffuses faster
and wider with the progress of time. In addition, the model can reproduce the
information diffusion process of the box office data of several movies when considering
the information carriers in the contemporary era. Furthermore, a metric was defined to
identify hot news in the future. The validation from the simulation results shows a
positive proof for the metric. In future studies, the investigators will collect more data,
such as the data of information dissemination (for example, news, gossip and so on) on
social networks to improve the news mining model with extended data.

This work provides a more effective means to reveal the impact of different
information carriers on communication networks. In particular, the work provides a
detailed method for illustrating the evolution of information diffusion for different
information carriers. This work provides a better understanding of the information
diffusion process.

Figure 4.
Distribution of
transmission
probability � for 200
information events,
events with � � 0.5
would be considered
as hot news
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